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Midea launches AI enabled smart home devices during
its 15th anniversary
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By Ken Wong - on 31 May 2023, 12:11pm

As part of its 15th anniversary celebrations in Singapore, Midea announced the launch of
a smart flagship standing air conditioner and a washing machine that comes with a pet
cleaning robot! 

Midea’s Air 5D Space Station Air System
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These days we all want more from our devices. Well, now you can have a standing air
conditioner that not only keeps you cool, but combines the functions of a dehumidifier,
humidifier, aircon, ventilation fan,and air purifier all into a single device. The Midea Air 5D
Space Station Air System comes with a 3L water tank with a silver ion coating, ensuring
cleaner and safer water storage.

With the Microclimate Sensory Mode that scientifically adjusts all five properties of air
climate: air flow, humidity, temperature, purity, and freshness, taking control of your indoor
climate is only a click away.

According to Midea, the Midea Air can purify an apartment by effectively removing 99.5%
of PM2.5 articles with its sterilisation technology in 15 minutes. 

Midea WashBot
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Midea calls the setup experience of the Midea WashBot “effortless” with the user only
needing to plug in the power cord, connect the inlet hose, and attach the drain hose for
water supply and drainage.

The Midea WashBot also comes with a robot that can mop and vacuum the floor. When
docked below the washing machine, the robot can get its water reservoir filled or emptied.
To prevent tangled rollers, the robot comes with an Auto-Cut feature that automatically
cuts any hair around the rollers, eliminating the need for manual cleaning and ensuring
optimal performance. 

Midea WashBot delivers thorough cleaning results while keeping the base station and
mop cloth clean and odour-free. 

  

Pricing and availability 

We've reached out to Midea for pricing and availability of the WashBot and the Midea Air
5D Space Station Air System and will update this article when we have more information. 

Join HWZ's Telegram channel here and catch all the latest tech news!
Our articles may contain affiliate links. If you buy through these links, we may earn a
small commission.
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